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Home Affairs 
House of Commons Public Bill Committee 

Online Safety Bill 
First Sitting 
col 29 Kim Leadbeater (Labour): … The Government have taken this tricky issue of the 
concept of “legal but harmful” … and have removed it from the Bill altogether. I do not think 
that is the answer. My hon. Friend makes an excellent point about children becoming 18; 
the day after they become 18, they are suddenly open to lots more harmful and 
dangerous content. … 

 

Alex Davies-Jones (Labour): … This is not just about misinformation and disinformation; 
it is about leading people to really extreme, vile content on the internet. As we all know, 
that is a rabbit warren. That situation does not change as soon as a 17-year-old turns 18 
on their 18th birthday—that they are then exempt when it comes to seeing this horrendous 
content. The rules need to be there to protect all of us. … 
… none of us was happy with the term “legal but harmful”. It was a phrase we all disliked, 
and it did not encapsulate exactly what the content is or includes. Throwing the baby out 
with the bathwater is not the way to tackle that situation. … We need to protect free speech, 
which is sacrosanct, but we also need to recognise that there are so many users on the 
internet who do not have access to free speech as a result of being piled on or shouted 
down. Their free speech needs to be protected too. … 

 

col 30 Kirsty Blackman (SNP): …What I cannot understand is the Minister’s being willing 
to stand up there and say, “We can’t have these clauses because they are a risk to freedom 
of speech.” Why are they in the Bill in the first place if they are such a big risk to freedom 
of speech? … Why have we ended up in a situation where, suddenly, there is a massive 
epiphany that they are a threat to freedom of speech and therefore we cannot possibly 
have them? 
What is it that people want to say that they will be banned from saying as a result of this 
Bill? What is it that freedom of speech campaigners are so desperate to want to say 
online? Do they want to promote self-harm on platforms? Is that what people want to do? 
Is that what freedom of speech campaigners are out for? They are now allowed to do that 
a result of the Bill. … 
col 31 It is  not just  a generational  societa l thing—it is  not just  an issue  for society as a  
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whole that these conspiracy theories are pervading. Some of the conspiracy 
theories around antisemitism are unbelievably horrific, but do not step over into illegality 
or David Icke would not be able to stand up and suggest that the world is run by lizard 
people—who happen to be Jewish. He would not be allowed to say that because it would 
be considered harmful content. But now he is. That is fine. He is allowed to say that 
because this Bill is refusing to take action on that. … 
col 32 A number of the people who are radicalised—who are committing terror attacks, or 
being referred to the Prevent programme because they are at risk of committing terror 
attacks—are not so much on the far-right levels of extremism any more, or those with 
incredible levels of religious extremism, but are in a situation where they have got mixed 
up or unclear ideological drivers. It is not the same situation as it was before, because 
people are being radicalised by the stuff that they find online. They are being radicalised 
into situations where they “must do something”—they “must take some action”—because 
of the culture change in society. … 

 

col 35 Charlotte Nichols (Labour): … it is worth noting … the very different experience 
that the Minister and I have in using Twitter. I say that as a woman who is LGBT and 
Jewish—and although I would not suggest that it should be a protected characteristic, the 
fact that I am ginger probably plays a part as well. He and I could do the same things on 
Twitter on the same day and have two completely different experiences of that platform. 
The risk-assessment duties … ask platforms to consider the different ways in which 
different adult users might experience them. Platforms have a duty to attempt to keep 
certain groups of people, and categories of user, safe. When we talk about free speech, 
the question is: freedom of speech for whom, and at what cost? Making it easier for people 
to perpetuate, for example, holocaust denial on the internet—a category of speech that is 
lawful but awful, as it is not against the law in this country to deny that the holocaust 
happened—makes it much less likely that I, or other Jewish people, will want to use the 
platform. 
Our freedom of speech and ability to express ourselves on the platform is curtailed by the 
platform’s decision to prioritise the freedom of expression of people who would deny the 
holocaust over that of Jewish people who want to use the platform safely and not be 
bombarded by people making memes of their relatives getting thrown into gas chambers, 
of Jewish people with big noses, or of the Rothschild Zionist global control conspiracy 
nonsense that was alluded to earlier, which is encountered online constantly by Jewish 
users of social media platforms. 
Organisations such as the Community Security Trust and the Antisemitism Policy Trust, 
which do excellent work in this area, have been very clear that someone’s right to be 
protected from that sort of content should not end the day they turn 18. Duties should 
remain on platforms to do risk assessments to protect certain groups of adults who may 
be at increased risk from such content, in order to protect their freedom of speech and 
expression. … 
col 36 When people decide that I, as a Jewish Member of Parliament, am personally 
responsible for George Soros putting a 5G chip in their arm, or whatever other nonsense 
they have become persuaded by on the internet, that is exactly the kind of thing that has 
meant people coming to my office armed with a knife. The kind of content that they were 
radicalised by on the internet led to their perpetrating a real-life, in-person harm. Thank 
God—Baruch Hashem—neither I nor my staff were in the office that day, but that could 
have ended very differently, because of the sorts of content that the Bill is meant to protect 
online users from. 

 

Damian Collins (Conservative): … On her point about holocaust denial, first, the shield 
will mean that people can protect themselves from seeing stuff. The further question would 
be whether we create new offences in law, which can then be transposed across. 

 

Charlotte Nichols: … he is fundamentally missing the point.  The categories of information  
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and content that these people had seen and been radicalised by would not fall under the 
scope of public order offences or harassment. The person was not sending me harassing 
messages before they turned up at my office. Essentially, social media companies and 
other online platforms have to take measures to mitigate the risk of categories of offences 
that are illegal, whether or not they are in the Bill. I am talking about what clauses 12 and 
13 covered, whether we call it the “legal but harmful” category or “lawful but awful”. 
Whatever we name those provisions, by taking out of the Bill clauses relating to the “legal 
but harmful” category, we are opening up an area of harm that already exists, that has a 
real-world impact, and that the Bill was meant to go some way towards addressing. … 
To read the full transcript see 
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/15826c72-e58b-4c89-a57f-
6a08e19787be/ONLINESAFETYBILL(FirstSitting)  
 
Second Sitting 
col 42 Sarah Owen (Labour): … Once people start being sucked into conspiracy myths 
… the algorithms that are used to keep people online, it has to keep ramping up. Social 
media and tech companies do that very well. They know how to do it. … 

 

col 43 Alex Davies-Jones: … We saw that most recently with Kanye West being 
reinstated to Twitter and allowed to spew his bile and abhorrent views about Jews. That 
antisemitism had a real-world impact in terms of the rise in antisemitism on the streets, 
particularly in the US. The direct impact of his being allowed to talk about that online was 
Jews being harmed in the real world. … 

 

col 44 The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and 
Sport (Paul Scully): … The Bill will bring huge improvements for adult safety online. In 
addition to their duty to tackle illegal content, companies will have to provide adult users 
with tools to keep themselves safer. … If the content is illegal, it will still be illegal. If content 
does not adhere to the companies’ terms of service—that includes many of the issues that 
we have been debating for the last hour—it will have to be removed. … 

 

Charolotte Nichols: The Minister mentions tools for adults to keep themselves safe. Does 
he not think that that puts the onus on the users—the victims—to keep themselves 
safe? … 

 

Kirsty Blackman: … Is the Minister really suggesting that it is reasonable for people to 
say, “Right, I am going to have to walk away from Facebook because I don’t agree with 
their terms of service,” to hold the platform to account? How does he expect people to 
keep in touch with each other if they have to walk away from social media platforms in 
order to try to hold them to account? 

 

col 45 Paul Scully: I do not think the hon. Lady is seriously suggesting that people can 
communicate only via Facebook—via one platform. … 

 

col 46 Charlotte Nichols:  One of the examples I alluded to, which is particularly offensive 
for Jewish people, LGBT people and other people who were persecuted in the Nazi 
holocaust, is holocaust denial. Does the Minister seriously think that it is only Jewish 
people, LGBT people and other people who were persecuted in the holocaust who find 
holocaust denial offensive and objectionable and who do not want to see it as part of their 
online experience? Surely having these sorts of safety nets in place and saying that we do 
not think that certain kinds of content—although they may not be against the law—have a 
place online protects everyone’s experience, whether they are Jewish or not. Surely, no 
one wants to see holocaust denial online. 

 

Paul Scully: No, but there is freedom of expression to a point—when it starts to reach into 
illegality. We have to have the balance right: someone can say something in public—in 
any session offline—but what the hon. Lady is suggesting is that, as soon as they hit a 
keyboard or a smartphone, there are two totally different regimes. That is not getting the 
balance right. 

 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/15826c72-e58b-4c89-a57f-6a08e19787be/ONLINESAFETYBILL(FirstSitting)
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/15826c72-e58b-4c89-a57f-6a08e19787be/ONLINESAFETYBILL(FirstSitting)
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Charlotte Nichols: The Minister says that we should have freedom of speech up to a 
point. Does that point include holocaust denial? He has just suggested that if something is 
acceptable to say in person, which I do not think holocaust denial should be, it should be 
acceptable online. Surely holocaust denial is objectionable whenever it happens, in 
whatever context—online or offline. 

 

Paul Scully: I have been clear about where I set the line. … I have said that if something 
is illegal, it is illegal. … 

 

Kim Leadbeater: A few moments ago, the Minister compared the online world to the real 
world. Does he agree that they are not the same? Sadly, the sort of thing that someone 
says in the pub on a Friday night to two or three of their friends is very different from 
someone saying something dangerously harmful online that can reach millions and billions 
of people in a very short space of time. The person who spoke in the pub might get up the 
following morning and regret what they said, but no harm was done. Once something is 
out there in the online world, very serious damage can be done very quickly. 

 

Paul Scully: The hon. Lady makes a good point. I talked about the offline world rather 
than the real world, but clearly that can happen. That is where the balance has to be struck, 
… It is not black and white; it is a spectrum of greys. Any sensible person can soon see 
when they stray into areas that we have talked about such as holocaust denial and 
extremism, but we do not want to penalise people who invariably are testing their freedom 
of expression. … 

 

col 47 Kirsty Blackman: On illegal content, is the Minister proposing that the Government 
will introduce new legislation to make, for example, holocaust denial and eating disorder 
content illegal, whether it is online or offline? If he is saying that the bar in the online and 
offline worlds should be the same, will the Government introduce more hate crime 
legislation? 

 

Paul Scully: Hate crime legislation will always be considered by the Ministry of Justice, 
but I am not committing to any changes. … 

 

Damian Collins: Does my hon. Friend agree that the risk assessments that will be done 
on the priority illegal offences are very wide ranging, in addition to the risk assessments 
that will be done on meeting the terms of service? They will include racially and religiously 
motivated harassment, and putting people in fear of violence. … 
People were prosecuted for what they posted on Twitter and Instagram about the England 
footballers, so that shows that we understand what racially motivated offences are and 
that people are prosecuted for them. 

 

Paul Scully: … People can be prosecuted if such abuse appears on social media, but a 
black footballer, who would otherwise have seen that racial abuse, can choose in the user 
enforcement to turn that off so that he does not see it. That does not mean that we cannot 
pursue a prosecution for racial abuse via a third-party complaint or via the platform. … 

 

col 52 Alex Davies-Jones: … Broadly, Labour is disappointed that the system-level 
approach to content that is harmful to adults is being stripped from the Bill and replaced 
with a duty that puts the onus on the user to keep themselves safe. As the Antisemitism 
Policy Trust among others has argued, the two should be able to work in tandem. The 
clause allows a user to manage what harmful material they see by requiring the largest or 
most risky service providers to provide tools to allow a person in effect to reduce their 
likelihood of encountering, or to alert them to, certain types of material. … 

 

col 56 Kim Leadbeater: … I will focus primarily on … extremism and radicalisation. …  
This is content that is specifically, carefully and callously designed to sit just below the 
criminal threshold, yet that can still encourage violence, self-harm or worse. It is content 
used by extremists of all types that lures vulnerable people in, uses social media likes and 
comments to create the illusion of legitimacy and popularity, and then directly targets those 
most likely to be  susceptible,  encouraging them either  to commit harm or to  move on to  
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smaller but high-harm platforms that may fall out of the scope of the Bill. This is not free 
speech; it is content that can act as a dangerous gateway to radicalisation and 
extremism. … 
col 57 One day, a comment is posted that is not illegal and is not hate speech, but that 
references a conspiracy or a common trope. It is an ideological remark placed there to test 
the water. The conversation moves on and escalates. More disturbing or even violent 
comments start to be made. They might be accompanied by images or videos, leading 
those involved down a more sinister path. Nothing yet is illegal, but clearly—I hope we 
would all agree—it is unacceptable. 
The number of contributors reduces, but a few remain. No warnings are presented, no 
flags are raised and it appears like normal social media content. However, the person 
reading it might be lonely or vulnerable, and now feels that they have found people to listen 
to them. They might be depressed or unhappy and looking to blame their situation on 
something or someone. They might feel that nobody understands them, but these people 
seem to. 
The discussion is then taken to a more private place, to the smaller but more harmful 
platforms that may fall outside the scope of the Bill, but that will now become the go-to 
place for spreading extremism, misinformation and other harmful content. The 
radicalisation continues there—harder to track, harder to monitor and harder to stop. Let 
us remember, however, that all of that started with those legal but harmful comments being 
witnessed. They were clearly unacceptable, but mainstream social media give them 
legitimacy. The Online Safety Bill will do nothing to stop that. … 

 

col 60 Paul Scully: Amendment (a) to amendment 15 and amendment (a) to amendment 
16 would create that new category of content that incites hateful extremism. That is closely 
aligned with the approach that the Government are already taking with amendment 15, 
specifically subsections (8C) and (8D), which create a category of content that is abusive 
or incites hate on the basis of race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, disability, or gender 
reassignment. Those conditions would likely capture the majority of the kinds of content 
that the hon. Members are seeking to capture through their hateful extremism category. 
For example, it would capture antisemitic abuse and conspiracy theories, racist abuse and 
promotion of racist ideologies. … 

 

col 63 Kirsty Blackman: … My hon. Friend the Member for Coatbridge, Chryston and 
Bellshill and I were having a conversation earlier about how the terms of service might say 
that holocaust denial was banned. Potentially, however, the terms of service could say, 
“You may see content that is about holocaust denial on our platform, because we don’t 
ban it.” They could explicitly have to warn people about the presence of that content. … 
That is not the way to go; we should be writing in the protections. We should be starting 
from the point of view that no one wants to see content on the promotion of suicide; if they 
do, they can tick a box to see it. We should start from that point of view: allowing people 
to opt in if they want to see free speech in an untrammelled way on whatever platform it 
is. … 

 

col 70 Paul Scully: … I have mentioned before the horrendous abuse suffered by 
footballers around the 2020 Euro final, despite most platforms’ terms and conditions clearly 
not allowing that sort of content. There are countless similar instances, for example, 
relating to antisemitic abuse—as we have heard—and other forms of hate speech, that fall 
below the criminal threshold. … 
The duties will prevent services from arbitrarily removing content or suspending users 
without offering users proper avenues to appeal. At the same time, they will stop 
companies making empty promises to their users about their terms of service. … 

 

col 72 Alex Davies-Jones: … the Government have gone down an unhelpful cul-de-sac 
on free speech. Instead of focusing on defining exactly which content is or is not harmful, 
the Bill should be focused on the processes by which harmful content is amplified on social  
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media. We must recognise that a person posting a racist slur online that nobody notices, 
shares or reads is significantly less harmful than a post that can quickly go viral, and can 
within hours gain millions of views or shares. We have talked a lot in this place about 
Kanye West and the comments he has made on Twitter in the past few weeks. It is safe 
to say that a comment by Joe Bloggs in Hackney that glorifies Hitler does not have the 
same reach or produce the same harm as Kanye West saying exactly the same thing to 
his 30 million Twitter followers. … 
To read the transcript in full see 
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/9cccea35-f420-499b-8721-
ff36c6b1bb30/ONLINESAFETYBILL(SecondSitting)  
 

The amendments discussed in the two sessions above can be read at 
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/cbill/58-03/0209/amend/onlinesafety_day_pbc_1213.pdf  
 

TOP 

 

Israel 
House of Commons Oral Answers 

Israel and Palestine 
Tommy Sheppard (SNP) [902767] What recent assessment he has made of Israel’s 
compliance with its obligations under international law in the Occupied Palestinian 
Territories.  

The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Foreign, Commonwealth and 
Development Affairs (David Rutley): As a friend of Israel, we have a regular 
dialogue on human rights and all matters relating to the occupation. That includes 
encouraging the Government of Israel to abide by their obligations under 
international law. We are concerned by instability on the west bank and call on all 
sides to work together to urgently de-escalate the situation. 

Tommy Sheppard: In the past year, we have had three compelling reports, produced by 
Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch and the Israeli organisation B’Tselem. All of 
them accuse the Israeli authorities of committing the crime of apartheid. We have had 
plans published recently to effectively annex the west bank into Israel, and we now have 
the appointment of violently racist Ministers into the Israeli Government. Is it not time to 
step up the diplomatic pressure on Israel to ensure that it abides by international law and 
upholds the rights of Palestinians? 

David Rutley: First, we do not recognise the terminology about apartheid. Any 
judgment on serious crimes under international law is a matter for judicial decision, 
rather than for Governments or non-judicial bodies. We do work closely with the 
Israeli Government. We condemn any incidents of violence by settlers against the 
Palestinians. 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/17762870-5D20-433D-
B652-93B4FEEB482F/IsraelAndPalestine  

 

The reports referred to above can be read at 
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde15/5141/2022/en/ 
and 
https://www.hrw.org/report/2021/04/27/threshold-crossed/israeli-authorities-and-crimes-
apartheid-and-persecution 
and 
https://www.btselem.org/publications/fulltext/202101_this_is_apartheid  
 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/9cccea35-f420-499b-8721-ff36c6b1bb30/ONLINESAFETYBILL(SecondSitting)
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/9cccea35-f420-499b-8721-ff36c6b1bb30/ONLINESAFETYBILL(SecondSitting)
https://hansard.parliament.uk/search/MemberContributions?house=Commons&memberId=4849
https://hansard.parliament.uk/search/MemberContributions?house=Commons&memberId=4849
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/cbill/58-03/0209/amend/onlinesafety_day_pbc_1213.pdf
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/17762870-5D20-433D-B652-93B4FEEB482F/IsraelAndPalestine
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/17762870-5D20-433D-B652-93B4FEEB482F/IsraelAndPalestine
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde15/5141/2022/en/
https://www.hrw.org/report/2021/04/27/threshold-crossed/israeli-authorities-and-crimes-apartheid-and-persecution
https://www.hrw.org/report/2021/04/27/threshold-crossed/israeli-authorities-and-crimes-apartheid-and-persecution
https://www.btselem.org/publications/fulltext/202101_this_is_apartheid
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House of Lords Written Answer 

Jerusalem: Police 
Lord Alderdice (Liberal Democrat) [HL3835] To ask His Majesty's Government 
what recent discussions they have had with the government of Israel about policing in the 
Old City of Jerusalem; and in particular, whether they have recommended co-operation 
with any UK police forces. 

Lord Ahmad of Wimbledon: The UK has repeatedly made clear to Israel our 
longstanding opposition to the manner in which the Israel Defence Forces police 
non-violent protests and the border areas. We also regularly raise the importance 
of the Israeli security force's adherence to the principles of necessity and 
proportionality when defending its legitimate security interest. We continue to stress 
the importance of the Israeli security forces providing appropriate protection to the 
Palestinian civilian population, which includes Palestinian medics attempting to 
provide services. 

https://questions-statements.parliament.uk/written-questions/detail/2022-11-29/hl3835 
 
 

European Parliament 

Israel and Palestine: MEPs call for a European peace initiative 
… In a resolution adopted on Wednesday, the European Parliament called for an end to 
the protracted Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the occupation of Palestinian territories 
through the resumption of genuine peace talks. 
Reiterating their unwavering support for a negotiated two-state solution on the basis of the 
1967 lines with two sovereign, democratic states and with Jerusalem as the capital of both 
states, MEPs urge the international community to support Israel and Palestine in 
negotiations that would lead to a final status agreement and mutual recognition. … 
MEPs, recall that settlements are illegal under international law and call for their immediate 
end. They stress that the recent decisions to establish new settlements further undermine 
prospects for a viable two-state solution. 
Parliament strongly condemns continued terrorism against Israel and fully recognises 
Israel’s legitimate security concerns and its right to fight against acts of violence and to 
protect its civilian population. All acts of violence, including the disproportionate use of 
force in military operations by the Israeli Defence Forces, terrorist attacks against innocent 
civilians and targeting civilian infrastructures, must end immediately, MEPs insist. They 
point to mounting settler violence and the indiscriminate attacks carried out by Palestinian 
organisations on the EU terror list, including Hamas, the Palestinian Islamic Jihad, and the 
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine. … 
MEPs call for the long-overdue presidential and legislative elections to be held in Palestine, 
that last time took place in 2005 and 2006 respectively, and urge Israel to allow these 
elections to take place in East Jerusalem. … 
Finally, recognising UNRWA’s role in providing Palestinian refugees with vital services, 
MEPs reiterate the importance of education in building prospects for a two-state solution. 
They stress that all schoolbooks and school materials supported by European Union funds 
must be in line with UNESCO standards of peace and tolerance and that EU funding will 
have to be suspended if there is clear and substantiated evidence of misuse. 
To read the full press release see 
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20221209IPR64421/israel-and-
palestine-meps-call-for-a-european-peace-initiative  

 

The transcript of the debate, and the resolution referred to above are not yet available online 
TOP 

https://questions-statements.parliament.uk/written-questions/detail/2022-11-29/hl3835
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20221209IPR64421/israel-and-palestine-meps-call-for-a-european-peace-initiative
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20221209IPR64421/israel-and-palestine-meps-call-for-a-european-peace-initiative
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Relevant Legislation   ** new or updated today 

UK Parliament 
Bill of Rights Bill 
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3227  
 
Education (Non-religious Philosophical Convictions) Bill  
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3186  
 
** Higher Education (Freedom of Speech) Bill 
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/2862  
 

Third Reading, House of Lords 
https://hansard.parliament.uk/lords/2022-12-13/debates/0093F5A4-95A8-4AE9-8685-
6E01D537FFA1/HigherEducation(FreedomOfSpeech)Bill  
 
Marriage Act 1949 (Amendment) Bill 
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3325  
 
** Online Safety Bill  
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3137  
 

Public Bill Committee, House of Commons 
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/15826c72-e58b-4c89-a57f-
6a08e19787be/ONLINESAFETYBILL(FirstSitting) 
and 
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/9cccea35-f420-499b-8721-
ff36c6b1bb30/ONLINESAFETYBILL(SecondSitting)  

 

Notice of amendments 
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/cbill/58-03/0209/amend/onlinesafety_rm_pbc_1214.pdf  
 
Palestine Statehood (Recognition) Bill 
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3217  
 
Private Burial Grounds and Cemeteries Bill 
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3188  
 
Universal Credit (Removal of Two Child Limit) Bill 
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3163  
 
Schools Bill 
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3156   
 

Scottish Parliament 
Charities (Regulation and Administration) (Scotland) Bill 
https://www.parliament.scot/bills-and-laws/bills/charities-regulation-and-administration-
scotland-bill 
 
 

https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3227
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3186
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/2862
https://hansard.parliament.uk/lords/2022-12-13/debates/0093F5A4-95A8-4AE9-8685-6E01D537FFA1/HigherEducation(FreedomOfSpeech)Bill
https://hansard.parliament.uk/lords/2022-12-13/debates/0093F5A4-95A8-4AE9-8685-6E01D537FFA1/HigherEducation(FreedomOfSpeech)Bill
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3325
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3137
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/15826c72-e58b-4c89-a57f-6a08e19787be/ONLINESAFETYBILL(FirstSitting)
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/15826c72-e58b-4c89-a57f-6a08e19787be/ONLINESAFETYBILL(FirstSitting)
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/9cccea35-f420-499b-8721-ff36c6b1bb30/ONLINESAFETYBILL(SecondSitting)
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2022-12-13/debates/9cccea35-f420-499b-8721-ff36c6b1bb30/ONLINESAFETYBILL(SecondSitting)
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/cbill/58-03/0209/amend/onlinesafety_rm_pbc_1214.pdf
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3217
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3188
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3163
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3156
https://www.parliament.scot/bills-and-laws/bills/charities-regulation-and-administration-scotland-bill
https://www.parliament.scot/bills-and-laws/bills/charities-regulation-and-administration-scotland-bill
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Notice of amendments 
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reform-scotland-bill/stage-3/daily-list-13-december-2022.pdf  
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